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AGE OF THE SANDSTONES AROUND LAKE SUPERIOR Fy a» ae 

By F. T. Thwaites “( PF 02m a —Nr mur, 

fafieas pee 
Introduction. Deciphering the events of the long and complex 

history of the Earth is like trying to read a book whose pages have 

come loose. Ration: to put them att. again, a 

have been irrecoverably lost. We may or “ not be able from out- 

side evidence to surmise what was on those missing pages. One of the 

old problems where there is little direct evidence is that of the age 

of the sandstones of the Lake Superior Basin. Are these more closely 

allied in age and origin to the older pre-Cambrian tic or to the 

prevailingly horizontal sedimentary Paleozoic rocks of the Mississippi 

Valley to = south? ‘ 

ic The problem outlined above has been a vexed one for 

many years. As remarked by Trowbridge and Atwater (Trowbridge and 

Atwater, 1934, p. 29), it makes a difference if a geologist approaches 

this problem from the standpoint of the student of the recognized pre- 

Cambrian or from the Mooint of someone who is familiar with the 

marine strata of the Central Lowland. The rocks concerned are very : 

little metamorphosed ool Pésonbie the southern horizontal formations. 

On the other hand they are ti below ae a vast thickness of 

ie and are te-seme—extent. involved in mountain-making earth movements 

veh like those of the pre-Cambrian. It is necessary to strike a balance 

between these two different points of view. To complicate the problem 

still further, the entire region is covered with glacial drift so that, 

aepert for the cliffs of Lake Superior, outcrops are few and far between. 

N A wh 4 Ranta we ape nad 
\
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No attempt is made here to review the views of geologists prior to 1912. th Si ae 

Some of these fs thelr views colored by the ancient "Taconic controveriyrn_ Vl : 

Prior to 1912, when the report by the writer appeared, the prevailing opinion 

was that there is a break between two kinds of sandstone formations in the 

aw 
Lake Superior Basin and that the upper group is either the local phase of 

the Upper Cambrian strata to the south or its downward extension, whereas 

the lower one is pre-Cambrian. It was to study this problem that the writer 

spent the summer of 1910 at a time when he was inexperienced, particularly 

in igneous geology, and when studies of sedimentation were just beginning. 

Bur phatogrebhs , ond wth 
Such aids as color — end X-ray determinations were then unknown. Sig- 

f 
nificance of different types of bedding and ripple marks were then not appre- 

ciated. \ However; ‘the gasoline engine was available, although reliable land 

A 
transportation by automobile was yet in the future. The writer covered all 

of the lakeshore exposures with a small power boat and made many landings 

Favre Te pant Qh K 
upon them. - car was used im=i912, The expesures_on the streams were 

p 

traversed on foot, many days hard work being devoted to some of them, as 

Dylon 
well as to a search for “— recorded by earlier geologists. After many 

weeks in the field three exposures were discovered on streams tributary to 

Lake Superior where there ite be a complete gradation between the two 

types of sandstones. This conclusion then placed all the sandstones in the 

Upper Keweenawan which was, by the definitions of the U. S. Geological Sur- 

vey, regarded as pre-Cambrian (Thwaites, 1912, Van Hise and Leith, 1911, 

pp. 415-416). Here the problem rested until it was reopened by G. 0. Raasch 
[ho Re rut pt ou . 

in 1950. Tke-fottowing discussion ée—a_criticism-of_Mis fair od quot 
fo uw orignal 

reappraisal of the scanty evidence the was proposed without = tela * 

him of Varvevsity of Msehig an restvdsed the 
workyby-wimserf~ = [to~ Pe is Eee, d Concluded FhaT Sara gfe 2es of Michigan in E—" Gy s awe fet 

ae dst f th theast yi @ at Kow 
The yea poaeng stone 0 es Ger su vbheas oe 

(une Middle ox Lowey CarV lap andy rebably (igs uncon Form ble 

coh Phe v bhp ey Koweenawan gandstone. below
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answers could be found for t aes of the sandstones: (a) they 

are all definitely pre-Cambrian, (b) they are divided by an SCREEN k dott 
ie snfer guna? 

into two marked divisions, the upper Cambrian and the lower Keweenawan, |‘ pence) 
divides Bepos its te. twd AIiV1S%005 6 £ the Cambysen »middle gomehy Lom and tre 

(d) the Keweenawan is not pre-Cambrian but is the downward extension of { /) pe Kewctnann 

the recognized Upper Cambrian of the Mississippi Valley. ‘Conelusions : 
7Tin 

must of necessity be based on little direct evidence so that the personal | 

MSs Spe con elysion 5 
bias of the geologist wit inevitably playya large part in ae result. 

Origin of the sandstones. The writer concluded in his report of 1912 

that all of the Wisconsin sandstones are non-marine and were We srring of 

a deep and broad mountain valley with a scarcity of vegetation be 7 

aaron Z Uns dehvean Unk. prore agp dr omodon oval ges 
which_there-was Ae times / cima water. Reviewed after more than 40 sores ios 

: progress of a rapidly-growing science, this conclusion still remains without 

etn gular UenGary w \as¢ 
serious challenge. Measurement of dips, the thicknesses deduced from them, 

" \ ne tite pees 
and the division of the sequence into distinc sane formations are all 

more open to doubt. Dip of the strata ati be easily observed from its 

4 les oa 
relation to the lake level, but the dips measured with a Brunton compass hy jathea { 

& wee might lae Jawge yi 

from a moving boat are open to charge of exaggeration. Thicknesses 
gr thie 

art certain because of initial dip. It is, as was soon recognized, impos- 
\ N : 

sible in the sandstones of Lake Superior to trace ange given stratum for any 
Aor. 

considerable distance. The shaleg, fer-instenee, are lenticular and pinch 

out within a short horizontal aistancd, In view of the impossibility of 

discovering persist fint geologic horizons, it or be that the writer's 

division into formations was ill-advised. We can recognize definitely 

that the lower part of the sequence contains much more shale es conglomerate 

RIK 
than do the upper sandstones, so that the separation into Oronto and Bayfield 

duller a bet Dae er 
groups appears sound. ne distinctive Devils: Island sandstone formation was
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{ ; tT, tp bani wm Meda wh 
ow ent Tome ve 

actually traced for over 25 miles with little chance of error. A feature “ .\¢ \ 
fh Dale th, are Odea dt 

overlooked by readers of this report of 1912 is the presence, of quite nD 
We Dowl, Pt — ee ee Nn 

similar rockon Copper Creek far to the aay (Thwaites, 1912, pp. 42-44). 

Is it the same as the Devils Island or not? The Devils Island formation 

us —~ at 
is certainly overlain by the as cmc (Gefemered i above_which is 

its type locality as shown in exposures on the south end of the island. + 

pate Vrs ayy tu es 
Wintie-ansned Be ini to disprove this relation eo aS Raasch /! aaredes Erhae stood ing Wat onryin &f£ tho Devils Véiend dees not prove © daarod 
~dees? Correlation of the Hinckley sandstone with the Devils Island was Y ax yin 

hcl wee’ Lidl 

suggested by the writer (Thwaites, 1912, p. 58) and has been the conclusion = 

of later geologists who havé visited the type locality of that formation. 

It is necessary to recall that no fossils are available to confirm such a ’ 

conclusion, which is of necessity based on lithologic resemblance and 

The Honckley strata dared ved 
structure. ee be correlated with the beds on Copper Creek. Tyler Kn \ 

(Tyler, 1940, p. 1477) has shown by heavy mineral studies that the placing 

of the Eileen formation of the Oronto group below the Amnicon formation, 

which is exposed a short distance away on Fish Creek, may be an error. 

unntlinn 
Thrust faults are there present. If this Fs a an error of the writer, it 

would reduce the estimated thickness of the Oronto group. 

Contemporaneous deformation. The first geologists to study the rela- 

tion of the Keweenawan lavas to the upper—or—Bayfield_group 
of sandstones 

ola ee, Aoindiadaren 1644 
concluded there is an unconformity ss pp. 351-366). The great dis- 

Pp fal been. thee 
turbance of the sdndstonesby faulting was overlooked in-favor_of the evi~ 

a ve mire 
denceof conglomerate along the fault. It is now abpabent that there could 

0 
have been little or renin on these faults during Bayfield deposition 

because the Bayfield group of sandstones contains very little debris derived 

from the flows or intrusions in them (Tyler, 1940, p. 1481). Where did the
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debris go which was eroded from the upthrown sides of these great thrusts? 

4 } (Figure * That problem cannot be answered from meicen ae now ee. eye 

The conglomerates were undoubtedly faulted up ha as “ aa ace Brato 
ths cenghemret Fue res 13 well expoted m The on st hous Rive ond or Bayfuld 
of—the-northern exposures on Fish Creek near Ashland. S>stwiter—upturning ( fete 1958 

of-eider—strata—oecurs. in the Wall Ravine of Michigan. Such upturning is fp.26 33) 

not present everywhere, and in fact one might be pardoned for incorrectly 

concluding that the flows are younger than the sandstones from the evidence 

o some exposures. Me oe seems clear that the extensive thrust faulting 

due to compression occurred later than_the deposition of the Bayfield group. 

It was an earth movement more Rs: Sate of the pre-Cambrian than anything 

which affects the Paleozoic of the Upper Mississippi Valley over such a 

wide area. 
ee 

ae “~~ Gradation between clio groups of sandstones. Three localities wer } 
oe : dat th ot Tan? 

discovered in 1910 which a" demonstrate gradation between the mto 

and teyfieDhgrowe. These are on Fish Creek, Middle River, and St. Louis 

River. tisnseh” orurecke the last which wea the only section in which } 

no concealed sabiookeas ote recorded. Further more, careful search failed [Hews 42 

| to disclose any pebbles of Oronto-type sediments. in the a rr 

group, although pebbles of igneous ond metamorphic roeks are common through- | 

out its entire outcrop. The same ap {es to “heavy minerals. The section 

on St. Louis River must now be gely concealed bya power dam, which had 

| not yet been built in 1910. In peneing, it is fair to roharke that the sec- 

tion published by thi iter agreed exactly with an older one by. Winchell, 

| so that Stauffer (Stauffer, 1927, p. 471) evidently did not read the text 

\ care and overlooked the addition to Winchell's colum of strata which 

are~exposed only in Wisconsin. The conclusion that there is conformity 

an Ree poe
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/ between Bayfield and Oronto rests wholly on these outcrops. Although it 

j- yf ids Ve por #8 
ee could be an error, there is-tio, evidence in them to prove it is. Hhamh s = 

\ Pebbles of o lower sudste- im the Jacobs ville (Hambion , 9s ¥.§76/-62) 

— Extent of the Bayfield group outside the Lake Superior Basin. Raasch 

ie 1530 ) 
presents a map (Figure 1, p. 138) oot vast extent of the Bayfield 

A 
group outside of that of the Oronto group which is confined to the basin 

of Lake Superior. This map is based on an interpretation ty De bees 

ane 
thickness of the Mt. Simon formation (or member of Upper Cambrian age. 

f N 

Correlation of thd” Geeply-buried red sandstones of northern Illinois, some 

of which are arkosic ("granite-wash") (Templeton, 1951), with the Keweenawan 

nage (Thwaji td, 629. ypistys5 ) 
= was by the writer in 1923. Subsequent study of cuttings from very deep 

AY > was 

: wells (Knappen, 1926) served to disprove that suggestion, although it appears 

tochave-been revived by Bays (Bays and others, 1945), Raasch, (Raasch, 1950) 

and others so that the new map of Illinois revives Winchell's long un-used 

local term of’ Fond du Lac’ for the basal portion of the Cambrian of Illinois. 

Since these concealed beds seem to grade into the known Upper Cambrian above , 

the inference was drawn that the Bayfield group of sandstones must also be Upper 

: Cambrian.. The name "Fond du Lac" is mest unfortunate for (a) it never had 

fance 
any general usage, (b) cna Seo from the type locality at Fond du Lac, Minne- 

sota, is long with no conclusive subsurface tracing, and (c) it could easily 

“" be confused with the much better-known city of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. The 

- writer suggests that the name be dropped. The "Red Clastic series" found 

in wells in Minnesota along the extension of the Lake Superior syncline is 

the only provable extension of the Bayfield group. Correlation by color — 
fot Aprbicndy Ue S hoyalbay 

alone is very hazardous,! There are many es sandstones. “& — prea 

| cy @ £ Ne 4
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Late Keweenawan sedimentation. The similarity of sedimentary conditions = 

On. = 
during Keweenawan time to those of the Snake River Plain in Idaho (Figure 4) a) % 

is very striking and explains many phenomena which at first sight seem puzzl- ss 
\ 

< ing. In Idaho the basalts rest upon an older series of rhyolite flows which 

locally project through them. The Tertiary and Quaternary lavas are con- 

fined to a basin in the older igneous and metamorphic rocks (Stearns, 1936). 
ins Btwn (vs fwrtteyr 

Whether this is tectonic or erosional is Waste tne-peint. On top of the 

movatein 

basalts the erecent aay prea £rom_the mountains are depositing sandy 
ie 

alluvium. This alluvium overlaps the margin of the flows and Cela contain 

pebbles both from the exposed rhyolite knobs and from the much older rocks 

of the Northern Rockies. There have been no recent faults to complicate 

Thin 
the picture. This Idaho example shows exactly the condition Gael tare te later 

faults) which existed in the Lake Superior region during Keweenawan time. 

The fact that the pebbles of the Bayfield group, as well as in most older 

i conglomerates, are rhyolite instead of basic rock is exactly matched in 

fe these modern deposits. Overlap of the lavas in relatively short distances Fae ) 
Er 

is obviously not the result of erosion following tilting but is an original Tei oe 

feature. The Bayfield sandstone is in fault contact with the lavas on 

wee Keweenaw: Point, whereas a few miles away at L'Anse it lies on Huronian 
! q 

ae ey slate[iwith{possipzy ay glaciated contacth If this is the result of. glacia- 

ER Phere cold font 
€ a tion in the nearby Huron Mountains of that time, there—is no distinet till 

EE Pe meager SE tt Te mt Tebe ln marly 
to confirm it< (Murray, 1955) d eth , 
fA ory doar yA Ww Sa ae ol re bec 4 

: . ze i / g : - 

<< rr ; ae ; = : <



In the gorge of Sturgeon River below the falls in section 17, T. 49 Ney i Z h 
jSan erry 10) 

35 We. about a mile and a half southeast of Silver Mountain. A 50 arias the writer { | 
} has i been by “few bra ( Itarbhy. Kise ; 

can find ee has_never—been described in print. It was brought to AB yy 

ages CL 
hig attention by W. K. Hamblin Wio-wan_o~stutent“at-the University 6f Michigan | a4 

ay oe 

wee visited by the writer in Angust, 1958, mt fain prevented close examination. 

The sandstone is of the sastieud Tre much like that exposed at Jacobsville on 

the shore of Keweenaw Point. Accerding to-a -letter—from_fanblin of 26 March, _ 
w / 

1957 the sandstone lies ont a highly irregular surface cut into the trap rock 
! Ak ieee a eter Gao thm 

together with a zone of weathering about 10 feet thicks* The locality is near 957 
qast A youl 1 ; 

the concealed border of the Middle Keweenawan flows which appear—to dip west edo Ove, 
(Werle 19 pe” N 

ey) \at that place. ‘the entire on to group of shaly arkosic sandstone is missing 
Z | (6 yh 9eNT S 4 

w\ es ‘86 that the seneeat Ca overlap on the border of the basin in which the 
} aa ; 

a cevmy lates 
er flows ‘ocean. As the basin was filled with sediment it is reasonable to conclude that 

it whould be unconformable on all older rocks, (iu Cn? 
J ee 5 

poe O10 LakerSunentnn iene oO7” 

t Superior faults. The great faults south of DAN sa Ge eG he south on outheast side of Keweenaw Point have always bee: 
Cambrian, Raasch m thought of as pre- 

Seh correctly Points out that at Limestone Mountai: 
L'An ain, west of se, faulting and tilting affects strata at least Perry 
(Thwaites, 1943 } 7 Tete J22- 129 ) ee SSeartee por) . 8 local disturbed Condition has lower. a (defen . ed these Paleozoic
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remnants below their expectable position. vc tead areas are 

known at Glovers Bluff, Wisconsin, Des Plaines, Illinois, Kentland, Indi- 

ana, and many other places throughout the Mississippi Valley. They are called 

“eryptovolcanic" by some geologists but display no evidence whatever wa” 

enabled ave +o N 
waters or intrusive igneous rock. They paki gine al renewed movement on old 

faults. The writer suggests that the north-south fault inferred east of : 

Limestone Mountain may be a fault from Silver Mountain to the southwest 

which to the north joins the main Keweenaw Point thrust. Silver Mountain 

is the easternmost portion of a southern range of upturned lavas. When 

visited by the writer and P. F. Oetking, no ideas could be obtained on its 

visemes a distance it looks like a tilted fault block. if fhe low 
obbar cory Gib. “ki oo 

country around it is underlain by sandstone Wee aie Nbcue cierent ee 

A Con dee 
welt data—to prove-it. The writer suggests that the evidence of Limestone 

Mountain is not at all conclusive on the age of the major thrusts. 

Erosion surfaces. Correlation by erosion surfaces, often termed 

peneplains, is at best very uncertain. The Upper Cambrian of central ont Fa 4 : 

northwestern Wisconsin lies on a surface of moderate relief which bevels _~ 

across all pre-Cambrian structures (Figure p: Its eveness has been much 

overstressed by many writers. It is a eo which forms the dome 

of the Northern Highland of Wisconsin and is ee continued on the 

northwest side of Lake Superior. On that shore it has Cretaceous sediments 

resting on it. Glacial drift hee upon almost all of it. It bevels the 

upraised sides of the great thrusts and,as noted above, it is impossible to 

ak became of the material eroded from these. Without entering here on 

the problem of the origin or origins of this vast erosion surface, it seems 

logical to conclude that it is mainly, if not wholly, of pre-Upper Cambrian 

age and bevels all older uplifts. Thé great thrusts of the Lake Superior
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region must be older and have been locally sharpened yf in horizontal 
Thi tue fow 

outline by glacial erosion during the Pleistocene. AN cuts across the 

depressed belts in which the Bayfield and Oronto sandstones were pre- _ 
ee 6 bee Mune Are WAL ae 

served. This general-relation strongly suggests that the Keweenawan, 
pAret VO 

including the Bayfield sandstones, is much older than the Upper Cambrian. A nae ee 

If the Keweenawan is the time equivalent of Middle and Lower Canbrian in \ %“\} oe 

| a non-marine bas @ would have to account for (a) so-much erosion prior )\— 

/ to Upper Cambrian time and~(b) the occurrence of so mach vulcanism during 

\ the time that none is recorded in areas of older Cambrian both to east 
\ oo a 

and west of Lake Superior. The*pre-Cambrian —— of the Bayfield 

sandstone, therefore, still appears probable, although wemust admit that 

final conclusive proof is not present. { The outliers of horizontal upper 

Ss Ae ee ee = 
Cambrian described by ee en Oronto sandstones not on the 

K Tu 
Bayfield. Mr Woamace J 

Roraluw 
“Gentast “in Michigan. In northern Michigan the Jacobsville red sandstone 

PY tagger 

appears so much like the Bayfield group that its correlation has always been 

eS tee vw Uk & dNparet. Use ob. Unlanw 
taken for erenket, ao t lies a rather th section o Munising light- 

Letrb Archie ) (World OSS Yp 7 =v 
coon ine but-unfossiliferous sandstone. The base of the overlying 

AX. im 

Munising is marked by a well-bedded conglomerate with stream-rounded pebbles, 

which are apparently a concentrate from the older Jacobsville pebbles (Thwaites, 

1934, 1943). This region has-béen. studied in detail by_Phillip F. Oetking o 
naaee. jomaets dylan Bd tort dames opensalin 

who has 7 reported on it in print. Two explanations of the contact 

are possible: (a) there is an ee and the overlapping Upper Cambrian Sa. Fs ¥ 

contains only the upper portion of the section found to the south, or (b) the =< 

Jacobsville sandstone is a local fer erekadiy Bee-ngriss, red phase of the 

lower part of the Cambrian section as known in southegn Wisconsin and northern 

.



Gorrelation, ,he correlation and division of the red sandstones of the Lake a 
Superior basin divides itself into two parts: (1) the relation of the red 

sandstone to thefidght-colered | obviously Cambrian sandstone of the Munising 

region and (2) ae a cae divisible into two unconformable 

groups? ® 

aaiation to thevadbe endatene show The only jmow contacts of the red 

sandstones (Jacobsville or Bayfield ) with the overlying white sandstone are in 

the divicMity of Munising from which the white sandstone received its oene. 

Figure 5 shows that there is a slight angular unconformity between the two 

kinds of sandstone. This fact was long ago noted by Houghton who allowed 

himself to be talked out of the obvious result of his own observations. 

Ror thts-reason fe, ‘peversed. Massif sai field observations were lost sight of 

for many years, A difference in strike is more important than this small 

difference in dip. The Munising eandatene, now recognized as in part Gelesville 

and in pa rt Franconia (ontscort Siti Cambrian ik’ dips southeast > em 

at an average of about 40 feet ns die dhe of onglagree. The strike oe 

the J,cobsvuille is ogest—west with a dip o a few degrees to the north into 

the Lake Superior basin. Hambling fails to describe a marked white layer 

delfw the conglomerate of the ijnusing. This layer is clearly shown in his 

Figure 34 p. 65 fromvhich Mgure 5 of this paper was redrawn, It is material frm 

this bed that fills the clastic dikes in the top of the Jacobsville. — _— 
whith damnshede agaube mane 

(neeaing 1958, pp 131-134) It is these clastic dikes with give better 

evidence of a time olapse than does the slight bevel by Bn conglomerate. 

The pebbles of the conglomerate and routed like thosef streams and are B<\/ 

concentrate of the scattered pebbles found in the entire Jecobsviille 

These pebbles appear to indicate fairly mail strane and therefore’ & hilly te 

mountainous source areca for the sediments ius Bayfield group, an areg 

unlike that vhich furnished the debris of the older dronto group] emt 705° 
ar 64 57. P 136) A



Oe ee — _ fe st ee ee 

wl i Seles oe ae tte ceria TH IG 
Oronto group Of definitely Keweenawan sediments. ‘he primary objective of 

: in UW) Dormer — 
the writers survey of 1910 and 1912 was the eutrhtenshigx determination of the 

| be relationship of these two groups of ts, After aimost-the whole of the- 
Golh Ue Uehteanm %)§ 70 

eeagon-of-2910 khree sections were er appeared to show a contact 

alr 
Detween sandstone of the Bayfield type, that is high in om feldspatiich” 

sandstone, conglomerate and siltstone bene,th, After recent examination of 
basal 

the rocks of the Oronto group the writer concluded that teen, Sees are part 

of that group. She localiites were’(1) St. Louis River on the Minnesota border 

where the section terminates below on the Gis Slate. The bronto rock is largly 
N\ largely-siitsone 

conglomerates’ (2) Middle River where about 300’feot of sediments are upturned by 
~ A ah hk a sace a coe, 

the Douglas County fault, and (3) Fish Creek a. Ashland where the thferrea 
turned up to a vertical dip by a probable thrgust fault 

(ronte sediments are elyitiy omcisntinte, All of these sections showed a 

perfect gradation from Oronto to Bayfield type although only the first displayes 

no covered intervals. Hamblin ( Hamblin, 1968, p. ) places the conglomerate 
y- G+ 

beds ag a phase of the Jacobsville instead of jSronto but in view of the scarcity 

of exposures of this group in M,chigan such a difference of opinion is expectablie 

The writer, however, made the correlation as Oronto mainly on the sandstone and 

shale layers within the Jequence. At no place aituuastes find any pebbles 

of Oronto sediments in the Bayfield group although Hamblin ( Hemblin, 1958, p.é/) 

reports that such occur in Michigan. The siltsone of the Qronto group made 

largely of comminuted flesit could be readily confused with original felsite. 

Hamblin also reports ( Hamblin, 1958, p,(7) that in the viciity of Sault Ste. 

Merine ( the Soo) an older series of stitee es dipd at a higher angle than do 

sandstones of the Jacobsville type. He admits however thqt an angluler - ,, 
eifpred fo Wd umm Evil f- “ p erclitert, 

unconformity is not definitely knosn fer! Fhere is considerable distance between 
rere @ Is (= 

the outcrops. daa tectitts the’ possible differencegin initial aip e pecilly 

between sediments derived from een and this—suggested_evidence may — 

be -disregerded_as_inconclusive. . It mst be admitted that the identificaon 
Ww Wriwnw 

of the basal beds of the three section as Oronto is merely an opinion based 

on siil arity ag determined #y visual observation including use of thin sections,
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In this connection it is worth dite to quote verbatim the conclusions of the 

wetter tn 1013, Saba hatenante, Oo wht Sacodh Michigan(Tavaites, 1912, p. 7% i 

"1, The same conformable downward gredation from more quartzose into more 

feldspathic sjndstone and red shale is found at several widely year tea 

localities within the district. 

| 2, At most of these locglities the identification of the upper beds with the 

Bayfield group is indisputable. 

| 3. On Wish Greek the correlation of the lower beds with the Oronto group 

| ie almost eunally definited thus indicating that the lover beds avother places 

are presumably the top of the Oronto group. 

4, Wo detjite worn from [he rocks of the Oronte group has been found x in 

rocks of the Bayfield group. (‘or the most perth the younger sandstones are 

made up of grains which average somewhat larger than those of the Oronto 

y group, thus showing thst the materials of the Bayfield group must in any 

\ even{have been largely derived from oth¢r sources than those of the 

Oronto group. 

r 5. There is no universal structural difference between the two groups. ‘The 

| Bayfield group lies in the center of the Lake Superior synclinoriun and hence ts 

5 i | usually nearly horizontal but near Superior! all along the great fault of the 

| Douglas trap fa aha apparently on Fish Oreck, it was involved in the ex- 

tensivefolding faulting formerly supposed to be confined to the Oronto 

group. 

6, If the Bayfield group is unconformable upon the Oronto group, then its lower= 

| most exposed member is indistinguishable on lithologic or structural grounds 

| from the recognized Oronto group 

There is,therefore, no reason to place the ayfield and Oronte groups 

| in different periodsa end the evidence at hand drives us te the conclusion 

| Susih the: Riptinda, gunn da. 4 part of the Noper Mawenmin verien,
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The passage of nearly half a century since the Gove was written has 

disclosed nothing tmpertant to change the opinion of the writer. The Sturgeon 

Falls exposure of the unconformity of the Jacobsville sandstone on the Middle 

Keweenawan lavas is as explained above not decisive, for it r saiiahe thedp. 
with associated veatheting 

overlap of Case II in Pig. 3 where the Pareto yo the normal result of ge op 

spread of acties up the sides of a valley or depression progressively covering modifi 

rock types Evidepee of discordant dips noted by Hemblin in the Seo region is 

admittedly indecisive and the wontnertal adent bo the result of ground water 

work at the contact of impermiable and permiable rocks. 4 question still 

remains as to the disposel of the debris from the flows for there is only 

& relatively small amount in most of the Bayfield group. ‘The bull of 

that group appears to have been derived from granitic rooke| Thureil, /512-, pS?) 

oe ite 
Gonelusions. the red Gicaal stndstones of the Bayfield group of Wisconsin 

are pedbbay equivalent to the Jacobsville sandsfone of Michigan, “hese 

sediments are the concluding phase of a period of filling of an intermontane 

valley due to subsidence of the Middle Keweenawan Sek time they were 

laid down the flows were concealed (simost wholly) so that the younger sandstone 

is ssoontonmabie on Middle Keweenawgn slows and on older pre~Keweenawan 

seien: Apparently little-material_was_ derived from—the-laves-above_the — 

horizen_of the Nonesuch formation(Thwaites, 1912, p. 57) . Jater than-that-time 

sediments were mainly derived fromthe rhyolites-and-the pre=Keweenawan rocks. 

The exposure Sturgeon River showing unconformity of the sgndstones 

on the Middle sn is without stratigraphic “iti for it Pa 

id theexpectable r % of overlap “eben 94 aa of the Superior i "" 

It is interesting ¥o note ne esgcovery van Zorecent Yy the writer in 

the following words} i rs ei es that the sediments thus overlapped 
unchinfornsbly upon the previously-eroded lower slopes of the trap mountains,



Bache: ; 7 wissen ie 

so that although no exposure of such a contact ig known, one may yet be founds but # 

this would not prove that the sandstone was much younger than the trap." 
Wedo net great thrust 

Although we-may-not foday think that the pate were formed concurrently with 

deposition, it-ts bhe post-sandstone bevel of the upthrown sides of these 
5 

vast displacements whith is the mot important evidence of the pre-Upper Cambrian age 
fK 

of the Bsyfiela group of sandstones. This erogion is clearly an — of the | 
tthe sovt 5, 

., formation of the erosion surface below the known Upper Cambrian strate and the ( 5 ¥) 

vAl disposition of the eroded debris is unkmown. The writer gan find no definite 

evidence which contradicts his conclusions of 1912, WOAH A teanetcr pod \ 

Ww 4 ars 4 

< 

4 

. 7
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AGE OF THE SANDSTONES AROUND LAKE SUPERIOR® : 

FT. 7 RwAITES 
Introduction. Deciphering the events of the long and complex history ot the Barth 

_ is like trying to read a book whose pages have come loose. It is difficult to 

put them in order again and some have been irrecoverably lost. We*ay or may not be 

able fi outside evidence to surmise what was on those missing pages. One of the 

old problems where there is little ifmeny direct evidence is that of the age of the 

sandstones of the Lake Superior Basin. Are these more closely allied in age and origin 

to the older pre-Cambrian formations or to the prevailingly horizontal sedimentary 

farerrerm rocks of the Mississippi Valley to the south? Guten 

Historical The problem outdined above hes been a vexed one for many years. 

&£ Temavyed Py Trowdndge ard Atwater ic Trovdcy OP 99). PahalyenTeg : 

pOremckes byx Atwater /\ jt mekes a difference if #em-approach‘ this 

problem from the standpoint of the student of the recognized hau of the 

seme : 
standpoint of the-geologist who is familiar with the marine strata of the 

Central Lowland. The rocks axe concerned are very little metamorphosed and 

resemblénce—te the southern horizontal formations. On the other hand they are 

associgted below tik with a vast thickness of levas and are to some extent 

involved in mountain-making earth movements like those of the pre-Cambrian. 

It is necessary to strike a balance Rowman pve different points of view. 

To complicate the problem still further the entire region is covered with 

aretph for the tts of Lake Sujerroy : 

glacial drift so —— are few and far between. No attemplig made here to 
: Some i 2 

review the views of geologists prior to 1910s Many of these had ae views 

colored by the ancient “Taconic Controversy". Prior to or eee the report 

py the writer appeared, the prevailing opinion was that there is e break between 

ne : nee j 
tee kinds of sendfh formations in the Lake Superior Basin end that the upper group 

is either the local phase of the Upper Cambrian. strata to the south or its downward 
wher Un Liner me pot Cabin : 

extensions It was to study the-~evitteneeof-this that the writer spent the summer of 
N This poroblem aa “is 

1910 at et time The was inexperinced particularly in ignious geology and when 

Zn _ Such aids as Fy termmatiors 
studies of sedimentation were jus_t beginning. Coior charts and X-ray studies were then 

; § peeps = se Ga —_ 

* unknown. Stat } : A od roo ; we :
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’ 2 
; noe (L 
Revers, the gasoline engine was available i transportetion by automebéle 

) 

was yet in the future. +ne writer covered all of the lakeshore exposures with a 

Acev wae veed sr l4ir, 

smell power boat and made many landings upon them. et exposures on the streams 

were traversed on foot, many days hard work being devoted to some of oy 

well as to a search for tiroke not recorded by earlier geologists. After 

many weeks in the field three exposures were discovered on streams tributary to 

Lake “uperior where there seems to be a complete gradation between the two types 

_ of sandstones. This conclusion then placed all the sandstones int, the 

Upper Keweenawan which was by the definitions of the U. S. Geological Survey ) 
(rhwartes, mn Van Hise and keith, wil, pop ¥17-416 ) ee 

regarded as pre-Caubrian. Here the problem rested until it was = by 
) 

G. 00 Rasch in 1950. “he following dissusyion ig a eiticism of his generally fair 
‘ which was jpobused , , i 

reappraisl of the scanty ae oe hoch  peesersmt Fielol work Trim sett 

Three answer could be found for the age of the sandstones. (a) They are 

all definitely pre-Cambrian,(b) They are divided by an unconformity into two 
the upper.Cambrian and the lower Keweenawan, ' 

marked caer and (c) the Keweenawan is not pre-Canbgrben but is the 

downward extension of the recognized Upper Cambrian of the Mississippi Valley. 

Conclusions must of necessity be based on little direct eviderce so that the 

personal bias of the geologist will inevitably play a large part in the result , 

Origin of the sandstones. The writer concluded in his report of 1912 that 

Se belle enclae: 
all of the Wisconsin sandstones are non-marine and were a filling of a deep vaiiey 

= A UA vw” 
under conditiens—of-scarcity of vegetation but in which there was at Cimes 

stending water. “eviewed efter more than 40 years progrepss of a rapidly-growing 

“o 

science i conclusion still retains without serious challenge. Measurient of 
pe A ; a 

dips, thickneesses deduced from them, and the division of the seqyence into 

{I A 
distinct geological, formations are, more open to doubt. Dip of the strata could be 

easily observed tyra Folation to the lake level but the dips meesured with a 

Brunton compass seam sbee boat are open to the charge of exaggeration. 
ThMmnrn ore K Geto 0 Wiad dy 
It is as was soon ek in the sandstones of Lake Superior to trace
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any given stratum for any considerable distance. The shales, for insternce, ere 

lenticular and pinch out within a sar short horizontal distance, In view of the 
% . t 

fi OY AROTS 
impossibility of discover\ing « persistant. geologic mS may it 2% be that : 

rivets 
thE ‘division into formations was ill-edvised. |e cen recognize definitly thet 

the lower part of the sequence contains much more shale and conglomerat@ than do 

tO 
the upper sandstones 80 that the separation Oronto and Bayfield groups appears 

formation 

sound. The distinctive Devils Island sandstone was actually traced for over 25 

: A by readers of this report of 19127 
miles with little chance of error. A feature overlooked is the presence of 
avait’ ; A wast” : y+/) 

Jomewhet similer rock on Copper Creek far to the west A cis PPe 4o% 43-44 
: pa INSS j ¥ mat 

Is it the same as the Devils Island or not? The Devils Pelend se cortetaly 

: sandstone 7 (Cheqvamegen ) K 
overlain by the redéer rocks aboe as shown in exposures on the south end of the 

etRwhich 1s rts type locabthy A ; 
Iglend/ What peimt.is gained by co to disprove this relation by faulting as 

Reasch does? Correlation of the Hinckley sandstone with the Devils Island . 

she ats, Hie concluswn 0 é 
was itefee? suggested by the writer (1912; p- 58) and has been ceneluded by later 

geologists who have visited the type locality of that formetion. It is necessary to 

: wee soch : 
é recall thet no fossils are available to Rconfirm tits conclusion which is 4 the 

: TT covll be correteted wit pods or 
of ‘necessity = : litholgic resemblance, avnd structure. go ae shown by Copper 

Tyie< 190, p98 )° ——____ 
fo mineral studies that the placing of the Eileen formation of the Oronto CLO 

group below the Amnicon formation ,which is exposed a short distance away on Fish g 
# ee ver (gt tewutene 

_ Creek ,mey be en error. Thrust faults are there present. If this is an ee it would 
redvce the estimated thickness of the Oronto group. ais 

Contemporaneous deformation. the m first geologists to study the rel etion of 
ee ae 

the Keweenawan laves to the upper or Bayfield group of sandstones ~definitely- 

. £ t - Th Pp Bela) f th dst lt en unconformity. e greet distur_bance o e sandstone by faultin Soncinded A y N g t y g 

was overlooked in favor of the evidence of conglomerate akexsx along the fault. 

It is now apparent that- there could have been little or any movement on these 
Avving Bayfield depostun : 

faults because the Bayfield group of sandstones contains very little debris derived 

N (TyJer . 19.40) nt 
from the flows or intrusions in emda ee debris go which was eroded 

| : | fi : : 
from the upthrown sid@yof these greet Suuctar That problem cannot be answered 

from information now available. The conglomerates were undoubtedly fg ulted up sem
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from Oronto beds like those of the northern exposures on Fish Creek nser 

: Ashlend. & similer upturning of older streta occurs in the Wall Ravine of Michigan. 

Such upturning is not present @verywhere and in fact one might be pardoned for 

veo concluding that the flows are younger than the sandstones from the evidence of sone 

Ex posures. i 

oa « It now seems clear Chet the extensive thrust faulting due to compression 

_ occured later than the deposition of the Bayfield group, It was an earth 

movement more like those of the pre-Cambrian than anything which affects the Paleozoic 

of the Upper Mississippi Valley over such a wide area. 

Gradation between the two groups of sendstones. Three localities were discovered 
Se ee 

in 1910 which seemg to demonstrate gradation between the Ororto and Bayfield groups. 

These are on Fish Creek, Middle a and Ste Louis “ivers. Raasch overlooks the 

lest which is in the only section in which no concealed intervels are recorded. 

Further more, careful search failed to disclose any ee Oronto type. 

ed WA Perec onr, 

sediments enclosed in the B: ayfieldgroup although pebbles of igneous rocks are 

common throughout its entire outcrop. The section of\ St. Louis River must now be 

lergely concealed by a ewer power ad which wes not yet built in 1910. In passing 

it is fair to remark that the section py the writer agreeded exactly with an older 

Cstav Pfet 1927. Jo 471) 
one by Winchell so that ——— did not reed the text carefully and 

only : 
overlooked the addition to Winchells column of ‘seme.strata which are exposed in 

5 thet there ort 1S A 

Wisconsin. The ooneiusion of canformenty reletions between Bayfield and Oronto | 
t I tn then 

rests wholly on these outcrops. hace it Sorte an error there is no evidence. 

15. 
to prove tizt it, 4e tron theliceriinnee, 

Extent of the Bayfield group outside the Lake Superior Basin, Raasch 

Ury!s |p Ing ] 2 
presents a mep vo show @ vast extent of the B eyfield group outside of that of the 

@Ororto group which is confined to the basin of Lake Superior. This map is based 

on 
SS of the greet thickness of the Mt. Simon formation (of member) 

of Upper Cambrian age. iEnm-fact eush-s Goreletion of the deeply-buried red sandstones 
fare 1) wheel ore anhirur/( Tonpioon 159 7 5 uk” 

of northern Illinois with the Keweenawan was made by the writer 1923, Subsequent 

A CKnappen 15 a : 
study of cuttings from very deep wells serves to disprove that suggestion although



Lets 49. 2 a 
nb ots 450] 

(B4°* gooseh ! 
it appears to have been revived by Baye, Reese end others so that the new map of 

> ecu focal 

Illinois revives Winchells Ee Seren ee of Fond du Lac for the basal portion 
into 

of the Cembrien of Illinois. Since thge concealed beds seem to grade down 

ove a 
from the known Upper Cenbrier! the inference was drawn thst the B_ayfield group 

s le 

of sandstones must also be Gambrian. The neme Fond du Lac is most unfortunate 

6) 
rof*it never had any general geek A gep from the type locality at Fond du Lec, 

q te 
PPEETS is Es with no conclusive subsurface tracing, andalt could easily be 

confused with the much better-known city of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. The writer 

_ 4 

Buggests that the name be dropped. The Red Clastic series found in wells in 

Minnesota along the extension of the Lake Superior syncline is the only passibiz 

prooveble extension of the Brayfield group. Corre latin oy color alone ss Very 

horvardovs . There ane many YU Cambhar gsandstsnes 

Late Keweenawan sedimentetion. The similerity of sedimentary conditions 

during Keweenewan time to those of the Snake River Plein in Idaho (figure / ) 

is very striking end explains many phenomnene which pat first sight ceem puzzling. 

In Idaho the basalts rest upon gn older series of rhyyoite flows which locally 

# Tertiary and Quaternary 

projects through them. ee are confined to a bagin in the older igneous 
Cateornsys 

and metsorphic rocks. whether this-te Se is tropeart tectonic or impart erosional 

isc beside the point. Of top of the basgits the present-dey streems from the 
Aandy) } 

mountains sre se This alluvium overleps the mgrgin of the flows 

cou lel 
end must gontain pebbles both from the exposed rhyolite knobs and from the much 

older rocke of the Northern Rockies, There have been no recent faults to complicate 

idaho example shows L ae 
the picture. = xectly the condiion (save for the faults)which e xisted in 

the Lake Superior region during +he siusexsf Keweenawan time. The fact that the 

pebbles of the Bayfield group 88 well as in most older conglomerases | are rhyolite 

: instead of basic rock is exactly matched in these modern deposits, the oldest—of—which 

ere probably ef -Gupternesy age, Overlep of the laves in reletively short distances is 

obviously not the result of erosion following tilting but is an original feature. 

The Bayfield sandstone is in fault contact with the laves on Keweenaw Point wheres 
’ 

a few miles away at Lanse it lies on Huronian slate with possibly a glecieted contact.
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If this is the result of glaciation ,in the nerdy Huron Mounteins of that time there is 

no distinct till to freve it. 2° be coe ot feultings (Mvrroy), 05°) 

Could vt 
Age of Lake Superior faults « The great faults ~f south of Duluth and on the 

southeest side of Keweenaw Point have always been thought of as pre-Cembrien. 

Reasch correctly points out that et Limestone Mountain west of Lanse, faulting and 

tilting affects strata at least as young as ot , condition 

has lowered these Paleozoic remnants below their aha ction Similgr 

disturbed areas are-known et GloversBluff, Wisconsin, Des Pleines, Illlinois, 

feted te and many other places snrovet tne Mississippi Valley. They are 

cated \txypteveicantc. by some geologists but display no evidence whatever of 

hot waters or intrusive igneous rock. They may be local renewed movement on old 

feultg. The writer suggests that the north-south fault inferred east of Limestone 

; Do Ue arte’ 
Mountain may be te ceurse—of a fault from Silver eels Wo to the north joins the 

main Keweenaw Point thrus+. Silver Mountain is the easternmost portion-ef— 

of a southern range of upturned laves. When visited by the writer cnt Ghiing no 

idegs could be obtained on its structure. From a distance it looks like a tilted 

fault block. If the low country around it is underlain by sandstone there are 

neither outcrops nor well date to prove it. The writer suggests that the : 

evidence of Limestone Mountain is not at all conclusive fon the age of the major 

thrusts e 

Erosion surfaces. Corelation by erosion Bert ager, often termed penepleins ,is at 

best very uncertain. The Upper Cambrian of central and northwestern Wisconsin lies 

on a surface of moderate relief which bevels across all pre-Cembrian structureso( fy z) 

Ite evenness has been much over stressed by many writers. It is a curved 

surface which forms the dome of the Northern Highlend of Wisconsin and is obviously 

continued on the nortim est °c of Leake Superior. On that shore it has Cretaceous 

sediments resting on it. Gleciel drift rests upon almost all of it. It bevels the 

upraised sides of the great thrusts and as noted above it is impossible to say what 

bece me of the material eroded from Bee
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Without entering here on the problem of the origin or origins of this vast erosion 
mom's) rf net w hoi] 

' surface it seems logical to conclude that it is of pre-Upper Cambrian ege and bevels 

A 
all older uplifts. ‘The £m greet Phrusts of Lake Superior region must be older 

tors 2ontm 

and have been locally sharpened up ee. by glecial erosion during the Pleistccene , 

It cuts across the depressed belts in which the Bayfield and Oronto sandstones 
: (including the Bayfield sandstones 
were preserved. = general relation strongly suggests that the Keweenaweh, is 

=X muth older then the ywUpper Cembrien, If dt is the time equivelent of Middle and 

Lower Garteten xe would have to account for (a) so much erosion prior to Upper 

dew cane (5) ecuserce of so much vyulcaniem jeuring the time that none is 
A A 

recorded in the areas of older Cambrian both to east and west of Luke Superiore 

The pre-Cembrian correletion of the B syfield sandstones therefore still 

appears probably although we must sdmit thet final conclusive proof is not present, 

The outliegts of horizontel Upper Cambrian described by Atwater lie upon folded Oronto 

sandstones not on the Bayfield. 

ee ‘ae 
GO; a, be Soe ae pb At Ldad 7 wo ty 

Z | | —J 
(a pert Veber B/N Eile (2): / ; 

: vod 
Contact in Michigan. In northern Michigan the Jacobsville sandstone 

Pie SO rs nae A 
appears xexx much like the Bayfield group that its correlation has always been taken 

MUD 
for granted. Upon it lies a thin section of Mfnieing light-colored marine WZ 

Nn 
unfossiliferous oa sandstone. The gantack bese of the overlying Munising is 

well bed tod : whir Are 
marked by a conglomerate with streem-rounded pebbles, apparently a concentrate from 

A UThwartes, 1934, 943) 7S 
the older Jacobsville Pebbles: , this region has been studied in detail by 

Phillighootking who hes not yet reported on it in print. Two expleinationg 

: of the contact are possible:(a) there ie an unconformity and the oreriag/*Ct oke= 

Upper Cambrian containg only a the upper portion of the section found to the S 

south, or (b) the Jacobsville sandstone is a/red/Aocal and probably non-merine phase 

of the nonmaxk lower part of the Camblifen section as known in southern Wisconsin pire) 
: (Thwaites, 1954" commande 

aand northern Illinois. Discordance of dip noted long ago by Houghton is hard to or
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